
FLYBALL/FLYGILITY 

Flyball is a game which both handler and dog enjoy - they shout, bark and make fools 

of themselves whilst performing it.  A flyball box is a narrow box with a footpad on 

the front which, when the dog puts his/her feet on the pad, makes a tennis ball 

come flying out of a container at the back of the box for the dog to catch. 

The idea of the game (once both handler and dog know what they are doing) is for 

the handler to stand with their dog at the start of a 30 metre long course of small 

jumps or other obstacles like tunnels or other agility equipment.  At the command to 

start the dog races away and negotiates the jumps/obstacles until it gets to the 

flyball box and triggers it to grab the ball in mid-air, turn and race back over the line 

of jumps/obstacles to the start line carrying the ball.  While this is happening the 

handler yells encouragement to the dog and all the other dogs bark in excitement 

while waiting for their turn.  The run is timed with a stopwatch and the fastest 

completed run wins.  Any jumps knocked down are penalised by extra time being 

added to the run-time. 

It is FUN!!  There are monthly Link competitions to take part in, where the same 

course is set up at all the participating clubs throughout the country and the results 

are co-ordinated to find the best individuals and club teams of 3 dogs/handlers per 

team.  Results are published in the NALA magazine each month.  There are also 

Tournaments run by Flygility Clubs where 2 courses exactly the same are set up side 

by side with a “fence” in between, and 2 dogs run at the same time to see which one 

beats the other – the winner of 2 out of 3 races goes on to race against other 

winners until an overall winner is found.  This is very noisy as the excitement builds. 

 

The jumps are lowered for smaller dogs, and they can use small balls if they are 

really tiny and can’t cope with a full-sized tennis ball.  The dog needs to be 12 

months old before they can do flyball. 

 

Our club has started training flygility on alternative Tuesday evenings so that we can 

eventually get a team of handlers/dogs ready to do the monthly Link courses and 

then perhaps go out to Tournaments to race.  The NorWest club holds a Tournament 

at Kumeu in October/November each year, so we are hoping to have a few Hibiscus 

Coast people ready to give that a try this year.  Unfortunately, the weather over the 

winter is going to curtail this training, but we will get it going again when the 

grounds dry out sufficiently. 

 



Please ring Margaret on 09 420-4184 if you want further information or  

email:  margaretanderson@ihug.co.nz 


